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Bat Girl Returns
Kristin Bondo will be speaking at the Moose Jaw conference on her bat research
in the Cypress Hills.
Is there more to climbing trees than pruning?

FROM THE PRESIDENT
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Fall is finally upon us after a
summer of some
severe and
somewhat relentless storms
across the prairies.
Don’t forget to
register for the
annual conferKevin Cassells
Kevin Cassells
ence in Moose
Jaw. What a great program the committee has
lined up. Please take the time to refuel, reconnect
and re-educate. Take the opportunity to network
and build your industry contacts, you never know
when these will come in handy as many communities found out this past summer.
I would like to thank all the sponsors of our 2017
events You have all helped us to have a another
successful year.
Alpha Arbor
By: Amanda J Maxim
Owner: Seedling to Stump: Tree Service.
Edmonton, AB
Ashes adjust accordingly amongst aerial views
Blustering Breezes blow beyond their boughs
Catching canopies carefully cradle
Deciduous decisions decided decisively
Evergreen Ever essence envelops in eternity
Fall foliage and fragility found
Greenery glow and gleam in grandeur
Hawthorns hold on hallow hills
Insight, intertwine, ignite.
Jewels of Juniper Jump Joyously
Knowledge and Knowing
Learning
Mind, man, and mountain mesh meaningfully

THANK YOU
Big Shout out to Mini Tune of Saskatoon and
Stihl Canada for providing the Chainsaw prizes
to the winners of the Masters Challenge at this
year’s Tree Climbing Competition in Saskatoon
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The all new
Prairie Chapter TREESHIRTS
2017 Edition
Two great hand drawn designs, only
$25 bucks each

Wassup?
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Tradeshow “Prairie Possibilities”

Next Written Exam
is on
October 22, 2017 in Moose Jaw
Saskatchewan

will be in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan

Certified Arborist, Utility Specialist,

The 2017 Prairie Chapter Conference and

October 23, 24
Register today, its not too late.
www.isaprairie.com

Municipal Specialist, and
Certified Tree Worker Written Exam
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“Prairie Possibilities” Moose Jaw 2017

Bios and Abstracts
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Chapter, past committee member of the ISA Tree Risk
Assessment Qualification Panel of Experts and ISA TRAQ
Mario Lanthier
instructor,
Dwayne remains involved in associations and commitMario is the owner of CropHealth Advising & Research, a tees across North America to give back to the industry
company based in Kelowna British Columbia. Since
and continue learning.
1990, it provides services related to pest management
and plant health care to public agencies, landscape
Level III Tree Risk Assessment Field Demo
companies, nurseries and greenhouses. Mario is a
bugologist (a friend of bugs) who thinks compost is great When is advanced assessment needed? What kind of
and the soil is more than N-P-K. “I am thrilled to be
situation calls for advanced assessment? How is the
meeting my professional colleagues of the Prairie Chap- information gathered in advanced assessment utilized?
ter”.
This session will provide answers to questions and more
about advanced tree and site risk assessment as it re50 years of pest management – The past, the present
lates to TRAQ, ISA’s Tree Risk Assessment Qualification.
and the future
This informational session will examine trees in the field
and share criteria used to determine when an advanced
The past can be a predictor of the future. So what hap- technique is needed and what technique would be best
pened in the past that is influencing our work today?
suited to the situation. Furthermore, discussion will take
We will examine 4 landmark events from the past 50
place as to how the advanced assessment information
years that shaped our work in pest management: the
collected is utilized in the reporting process. If you are
London conference of 1964, the MAPK activation, the
interested in learning about advanced tree risk assessIndustrial Biotest Laboratory and the Mendehall glacier. ment techniques, when and how to apply them then this
Then, let’s pretend we can see the future and predict
session is for you
where it is taking us in the next 20 years. This is a bigpicture talk with practical content for immediate use
Arboriculture around the World
and general reflexions to ponder while fishing on the
Ponderings and Possibilities
lake.
What is the most unique arboreal related thing you have
Root Defects and Advances in Nursery Practices
ever seen? This conference wrap-up session, is to tie
the events of the conference together and bring a dyTrees of good quality have a root system growing away
namic end to the show. ISA Keith wanted a topic that
from the trunk, similar to the spokes on a bicycle wheel. would interest people to stay and not leave early. To
But not all trees are built this way! Defective roots can peak interest and curiosity ISA Keith asked Chainsaw
cause serious problems and trees usually cannot correct Dwayne if he would talk about things of arboricultural
the problem. This session will examine common root
interest that he has seen in his travels, curiosities predefects seen in the landscape and methods to correct
sented as edutainment, educational and fun. Dwayne
them. This will be a show-and-tell with real samples
and Keith have conspired to bring you a broad-spectrum
from bare root trees. We will also discuss techniques
arboreal session that relies on the leadership and innow being implemented at some nurseries to prevent
structional skills of Dwayne’s years of travel and training
root defects during container and field production.
experience, including his extensive library of resources.
Dwayne is prepared for flexibility, ready and able to
Dwayne Neustaeter
climb up any rope into any canopy, all you need to do is
set a line. This session is for us all to learn through
Dwayne Neustaeter is president, curriculum programquestions, the more that attend the more our collective
mer and lead instructor of Arboriculture Canada Training knowledge can serve as a tide to float all boats! There
& Education Ltd., an organization focusing on meeting
will be a special gift for those who attend the session
the training and business needs of arborists and related and remember to ask; what about the SPECIAL GIFT!
industries. He instructs classes, seminars and hands
on training programs on safety and a wide range of skills Brian Poniatowski
for arborists around the world. He is widely recognized
for his upbeat speaking style, engaging learners and
Brian Poniatowski has over 15 years of experience monmaking learning fun. As current member of the ISA
itoring forest health conditions in Saskatchewan’s comBCMA Test Committee, past Society of Commercial Armercial forest, provincial parks, and beyond. He has
boriculture President, past-president of the ISA Prairie
considerable experience timing and assessing aerial
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spray programs, population & defoliation forecasts, pine beetle surveys
& control programs, aerial forest
health surveys, and forest pest impact assessments. He has also
worked in our urban forests and has
conducted countless Dutch Elm Disease surveys throughout the province. Brian has been with the Ministry of Environment since 2013, working at the Forest Service as a Forest
Insect and Disease Program Specialist.
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gram at Cypress Hills Provincial Park. management within the province and
will present the results from the
Colin Arndt
2017 field season. An update of the
extent of DED within the province will
Colin Arndt has a bachelor’s degree also be provided.
in Renewable Resource Management from the University of SasÉtienne Papineau
katchewan and a diploma in Environmental Conservation and Reclama- Étienne has a background in agricultion from Lakeland College. He has 5 tural production, research in physiolyears of experience working in forest ogy and integrated pest managehealth programs related to monitor- ment. He has been with BioForest
ing and controlling native and invasince 2011. Étienne works closely
sive insects and diseases in the both with BioForest’s municipal and pri2017 Saskatchewan Forest Health
the urban and commercial forests.
vate sector clients to develop manColin has been with the Ministry of
agement strategies for Emerald Ash
Brian will provide a summary of the Environment, Forest Service Branch Borer, Dutch Elm Disease and other
Ministry of Environment Insect and
since 2014. In his role as a Forest
emerging forest pests. Étienne supDisease Program’s key activities for Insect and Disease Program Special- ports the Canadian group of Tech2017 including: introduction to pro- ist, Colin works on a variety of forest nical Specialists at BioForest
gram staff and important suppliers & health projects but his main area of
contractors, overview of this year’s
focus is coordinating the provincial
Launching Municipal Monitoring
annual forest health aerial survey,
Dutch Elm Disease Program.
Programs
and updates on important forest de- Dutch Elm Disease in Saskatchewan
foliator species – spruce budworm,
The collection of pest incidence and
forest tent caterpillar and jack pine
The presentation will comprise of an population data is a critical compobudworm. He will also provide an
overview of the provincial Dutch elm nent of any insect management proupdate on the mountain pine beetle disease (DED) program. Discussions gram. The information generated by
threat to the boreal forest as well as will focus around the Ministry of Envi- these surveys provides forest manthe current beetle management pro- ronment’s current approach to DED agers with data that facilitates
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informed decisions. This presentation will cover pest population management activities practiced by BioForest with concrete examples of
how these activities support a management program.

rings are a record of the most limiting
environmental factors, such as the
availability of heat and water. They
also represent a chronology of absolute annual resolution. In the University of Regina Tree-Ring Lab, we have
collected old wood from about 200
Dr. Mark Vanderwel
sites in the northern interior plains
and Rocky Mountains. This tree-ring
Dr. Mark Vanderwel is an Assistant
database is the source of almost
Professor in forest ecology at the Uni- 1000 years of environmental history
versity of Regina. His research inves- that has various applications to natutigates how the structure, composiral resource management and
tion, and distribution of forests will
planned adaption to climate change.
be affected by global change.
Anita Schill
Drought Physiology in Trees
Anita Schill, P.Ag., is an ASCA regisIn 2017, very low summer precipita- tered consulting arborist and an ISA
tion in southern Saskatchewan procertified arborist. Owner of Tree &
duced one of the worst droughts in
Leaf, Inc., Anita provides services
decades. How do trees respond when and reports that require forensic ina drought such as this occurs? This
vestigations and diagnostics, tree
talk will explain how trees take up
appraisals, inventories, risk assesswater from the soil, discuss the rements, urban soil assessments and
sponses that occur as trees face low tree protection during construction
water availability over the short and for municipal organizations, engineerlong term, and describe the physioing firms, landscape architects and
logical mechanisms that help trees
developers. Current tree industry incope with drought.
volvement includes participation in
the ASCA A300 Advisory committee
Dr. Dave Sauchyn
and is a member of the peer review
committee for The Consultant, ASCA
Dr. Dave Sauchyn is Professor of Ge- newsletter.
ography and Environmental Studies,
and Director of the Tree-Ring Lab, at Rebuilding Urban Soils
the University of Regina. His main
research interest is the climate and
This presentation will discuss the imwater levels of the past millennium
portance of soil structure and microand how knowledge of the past can
bial activity in the development and
inform scenarios of the future. Dave remediation required to rebuild urban
and his students have collected old
soils. Scientific investigations rewood at almost 200 sites in the
searched by Dr. Susan Day, Dr. Brynorthern plains and Rocky Mountains ant Scharenbroch and others, will be
and collaborated with dendrochronol- incorporated into the presentation.
ogists in the US, Chile and Argentina. Topics will include 1) basic physical
properties of soil, 2) assessing urban
Trees as Recorders of Environmental soils and making recommendations
Change
prior to tree planting and 3) discussing alternative methods to improve
In seasonal climates, radial tree
soils in established plantings.
growth is a response to seasonal and
annual fluctuations in local environ- Kristin Bondo
mental conditions. Therefore, tree
Kristin Bondo is from South Bend
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Indiana and received her B.Sc in wildlife biology in 2003 from the Department of Forestry and Natural Resources at Purdue University, West
Lafayette Indiana. From 2005-2008
she worked on her M.Sc. At the University of Regina with Dr. Mark
Brigham as an advisor and studied
“The influence of temperature and
solar radiation on tree roost selection
of maternity colonies of big brown
bats in the cypress Hills, Saskatchewan”. In 2016, she completed a Ph.D
in wildlife diseases at the Ontario
Veterinary College. Currently, she is a
post-doctorate at the University of
Calgary and is researching factors
that may impact the health of boreal
caribou in north eastern British Columbia.
Bat Girl Returns
From 1993 to present, biology students at the University of Regina
have studied the tree roosting behaviour of bats in the Cypress Hills, Saskatchewan. Much of the research
has focussed on maternity colonies
of big brown bats (Eptesicus fuscus).
That roost in trembling aspen trees
that are either dead or in the advanced stages of decay. In 2006, we
contacted Dwayne Neustaeter at
Arboriculture Training and Education
to provide us with tree climbing training so we could ascend the roost
trees to address scientific questions
relating to bats and the tree cavities
they use. The training and equipment
used by arborists can be applied to
biologists and students studying bats
and other tree dwelling wildlife.

Don’t miss this conference we always have room for a few more.
ISA Certification CEU’s and Alberta
Pesticide CEU’s available
Call ISA Keith and register over the
telephone. Don’t delay call today.
1-866-550-7464.
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Preliminary Results
Men
1st. Jesse Antonation
2nd. Gavin Ewert
3rd. Joel Miller
4th. Rob Knight
5th. Lloyd Rumbolt
Women
1st. Emily Michaelson
2nd. Whitney Renney
3rd. Kali Alcorn
4th. Ruth Maendel
5th. Jordyn Dyck
Masters Results
Men
1st. Jesse Antonation
2nd. Joel Miller
3rd. Gavin Ewert
Women
1st. Ruth Maendel
2nd. Emily Michaelson
3rd. Whitney Renney

The 2017
Arboriculture Canada Training &
Education Ltd.

“Spirit
of the Competition”
Award
went to
Joel Miller of
Sullivan Tree Service
Calgary
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TCC 2017 in Saskatoon

The Bling. Big thanks to Arborist Supply, Stihl Canada & Mini
Tune of Saskatoon. Main Prize Sponsors for the Masters
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Editor Keith captures the true essence of a TCC with this
classic photograph

Some pics just leave a guy speechless.
Could have been worse, but he left the Speedo at home

The Climbers of 2017
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Here’s another classic.
From Peter Larue’s Facebook post.
“Thanks to all the volunteers, judges, technicians, and supporters of this year's Prairie Chapter TCC. It was a really
well organized event and my family and I had a lot of fun.
Every year becomes less and less about the prizes and the placings, and more about seeing the shaky hands and
nerves showing on the new climbers faces turning into smiles, new friendships and old ones rekindled, and the
success of every individual out there! Good job to all!

The Climbers and Volunteers of 2017
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Red Deer’s Relentless Storms of 2017

Submitted by
Susan Katzell, Forester
So what is the value of networking
and making new contacts at a conference or workshop?
Here are some good reasons right
here.
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sive and relentless storm damage of
2017.
Wind storm May 24 – ok, yeah, that
was bad.
Everyone who came to help were professional and worked to the industry Finally got that cleaned up and foolstandard to make our City treesafe
ishly made the announcement ‘ I
and make the best of a bad situation think we are officially done’ boom…
for our storm ravaged trees.
second windstorm Red Deer June
20.

Bonnie Fermanuik, Elaine Johnson,
Davey James, Brad, Mark, John, the
BC boys David, Dylan and Alex,
Amanda, Scott, Sabrina, Kevin Cassells, ArborCare and Codie Anderson,
Cody, Colin, Andy, Rod and Nichol
from Precise Pruning, their staff
Mark and Merick, City of Calgary –
James, Reid, Nico, Ben Jones,
Shawn Moore, I also struggle with
who to identify first in the list of
thank you’s.

My crew started texting me – when
can I come in to work?
The wind is still blowing.
Me: Stay home until it stops !
I could hear a branch on a 75 000 kV
near my house. It was just like the
videos – the entire 90’ tall northwest
poplar was lighting up with an orange
glow and the sound was that loud
unsettling buzz trying to burn through
it. Both stems of my neighbors codominant spruce are on her house.

All those who stepped up in Red
Deer’s time of need, stepped up to
help when we could barely scratch
the surface of dealing with the exten-

Me: oh, this isn’t going to be good.
We were supposedly the second
(Continued on page 12)
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Red Deer’s Relentless Storms of 2017

(Continued from page 11)

windiest place 111 kph
(according to FB?) Hurricane
scale we did not meet the #1
criteria but whoa! I still don’t
understand how we didn’t.
The storm started at 8:10
was over by 8:30 pm. Only
20 minutes had passed.
When it was done , — I drove
to work and dispatched the
forestry gang of 8 and three
or five more for ground support cutting crew, then the
chainsaw sharpener—shop
guy came in to start helping
with food, water, gas, oil, and
fresh saws.
The staff worked into the
night – until 2 – 3 am –
headlamps, flashlights, street
lighting, vehicle headlights. Staff fatigue – we
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have 7 well qualified individuals – 3 aerial trucks that can
spar, rope, sling, anticipate
load and fell ugly work. In
house ground crews of 812. They cannot safely or
logically work 24/7.
Emergency Operation Center
and state of emergency was
activated – sigh- 87 calls the
first night – then 200 next
day – then 400.
We have 3 aerial lifts and
one chipper for 30,000 city
owned planted trees, and
several acres of forested
spruce, aspen and poplar.
The calls started coming
in. The Public Works department and residents were cutting trees off arterial roads.
There were trees on power
(Continued on page 13)

Need a Stump Crew ?
We are a dedicated
Stump Grinding Service for
Tree Professionals in Calgary

Our Machines

 All self propelled and turf friendly

 25hp Narrow access grinder (25” wide)
 35hp Residential grinder (35” wide)
 85hp High production 4x4 grinder (35” wide)

Russell Smella
Owner / Operator
Cert #: PR 4868A
403.830.3459
info@stumpsolution.com
www.stumpsolution.com
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was here – we took a drive
around - I hadn’t even seen
it – We were all doing 17 –
18 h days. She unlocked
my brain in two days - made
me a contractor spread
sheet, suggestions about to
‘just safety it’ and return
later, mapping, assessing. Off to the races –
and so we did.

(Continued from page 12)

lines, totally blocked arterials, trees on cars, trees on
houses, trees on RVS at the
campground, poplar trunks
folded over, elm trunks broken, spruce root plates up
on end.
We have had snow storms
that smashed everything to
the ground directly under
the trees and usually on the
boulevard below but usually
just hangers, stuff on power
lines, requiring clean up
with trucks and loaders and
a tub grinder, setting up
common areas for people to
dump branches. This was
different … the mass of tree
parts on every arterial, collector, residential road, facility, cemetery and houses.

Call a meeting and invite
all to a round table discussion about what went on –
what to expect and what we
are needing from them. 5
contractors – 10 trucks, for
6 weeks. Me: ok stop it Susan – let’s keep this manageable – no more trucks
please.

I was locked – what the hell
am I going to do? Several
offered to help…. Calgary,
Edmonton, Davey, Precise, ArborCare several ,several,
several other qualified and some unqualified extended
offer to help (and thank you to all and the several other
qualified) – Bonnie Fermanuik from the city of Edmonton called offering to come down to help. I denied – she
said oookaaaay… but let me know if you need… I
phoned her in a few more hours and said – oh yes
please come to help me wade through this. Boom she

Everyone did the hardest
ugliest work I have ever
seen. They worked with our
in house Electric Light and
Power to remove trees responsible for causing power outages. They worked with
crane trucks to lift trees off houses and trailers.
Elaine came back to town as a Tree Risk Assessor. We
did an entire (varying level) tree risk assessment on every city owned tree. We typically have it on a one two and
three year rotation. Every trail, school yard, separate
(Continued on page 14)

Employment Opportunities
ISA Certified Arborist (Experienced) $27.00/per hour plus overtime.
We are looking to fill positions. Year round work, Full Benefits, Calgary area,
Park and Blvd pruning.
Lots of room for promotion. Young, fast growing company.
Must have own transportation and current driver's license.
Must be willing to submit a Criminal Record Check and
be able to pass a pre-employment drug and alcohol test.
Please submit resumes to careers@arbortechservices.ca Or by Fax – 888-509-1726
Website: www.arbortechservices.ca
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Red Deer’s Relentless Storms of 2017

boulevard, neighborhood, setback tree had at least a
drive by and mostly a 360 visual walk around. The map
got coloured from head to toe – everywhere they went
the high lighter was sure to go.
My staff getting requests:

can you come help me unpinch my saw?’ NO!

people walking in to the work zone with flip flops
…‘pretty big mess eh?’ hard not to be sarcastic –
yeah - *rolls eyes*

flagged trees make people stand under them and
look up….

People flagging trees they want cut down. Hahaha – I’ll decide – beat it sister…
Response to recovery
We moved from response to recovery and I’m not sure
how long this ‘recovery’ will take. We have 564 tree
stumps of our planted trees - not front yard trees,
boundary trees – masses of forest blowdowns – what
about fire risk? Regeneration of forested areas, opportunistic species forest regeneration? Replant? Stump
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management. It’s never a dull moment for the next
while again. We have ‘pumped the brake’ and are slowing down with northwest poplar removals/reductions,
the leaves will drop, the cracks will sun bleach and when
the leaves come on again next year we can reassess
new cracking to determine tree fate.
Big thank yous are in order for the people that came to
Red Deer to make this world safer for the public, make
sound decisions about trees in close proximity to humans, to our industry and the standards we all adhere
to!
I love our industry- it is a very grey area with lots of subjectivity but when you need an arborist to make a decision – you can know there is a decent cut – some very
well thought and process behind why we do what we do
even when we don’t all agree about each tree.
Thanks again from Red Deer
Susan Katzell
Forester
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